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X-ray imaging of soft materials is often difficult because of the low contrast of

the components. This particularly applies to frozen hydrated biological cells

where the feature of interest can have a similar density to the surroundings. As a

consequence, a high dose is often required to achieve the desired resolution.

However, the maximum dose that a specimen can tolerate is limited by radiation

damage. Results from 3D coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) of frozen hydrated

specimens have given resolutions of �80 nm compared with the expected

resolution of 10 nm predicted from theoretical considerations for identifying a

protein embedded in water. Possible explanations for this include the

inapplicability of the dose-fractionation theorem, the difficulty of phase

determination, an overall object-size dependence on the required fluence and

dose, a low contrast within the biological cell, insufficient exposure, and a variety

of practical difficulties such as scattering from surrounding material. A recent

article [Villaneuva-Perez et al. (2018), Optica, 5, 450–457] concluded that

imaging by Compton scattering gave a large dose advantage compared with CDI

because of the object-size dependence for CDI. An object-size dependence

would severely limit the applicability of CDI and perhaps related coherence-

based methods for structural studies. This article specifically includes the overall

object size in the analysis of the fluence and dose requirements for coherent

imaging in order to investigate whether there is a dependence on object size. The

applicability of the dose-fractionation theorem is also discussed. The analysis is

extended to absorption-based imaging and imaging by incoherent scattering

(Compton) and fluorescence. This article includes analysis of the dose required

for imaging specific low-contrast cellular organelles as well as for protein against

water. This article concludes that for both absorption-based and coherent

diffraction imaging, the dose-fractionation theorem applies and the required

dose is independent of the overall size of the object. For incoherent-imaging

methods such as Compton scattering, the required dose depends on the X-ray

path length through the specimen. For all three types of imaging, the

dependence of fluence and dose on a resolution d goes as 1/d4 when imaging

uniform-density voxels. The independence of CDI on object size means that

there is no advantage for Compton scattering over coherent-based imaging

methods. The most optimistic estimate of achievable resolution is 3 nm for

imaging protein molecules in water/ice using lensless imaging methods in the

water window. However, the attainable resolution depends on a variety of

assumptions including the model for radiation damage as a function of

resolution, the efficiency of any phase-retrieval process, the actual contrast of

the feature of interest within the cell and the definition of resolution itself. There

is insufficient observational information available regarding the most appro-

priate model for radiation damage in frozen hydrated biological material. It is

advocated that, in order to compare theory with experiment, standard methods

of reporting results covering parameters such as the feature examined (e.g.

which cellular organelle), resolution, contrast, depth of the material (for 2D),

estimate of noise and dose should be adopted.

1. Introduction

X-ray images of biological cells often have a low contrast

between the diverse contents and the surroundings. This can

result in difficulties for imaging because a high fluence
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(incident photons per unit area) and dose (energy deposited

per unit mass in the specimen) is required to obtain the

necessary contrast and resolution. However, radiation damage

can limit the dose that can be applied. In this article, estimates

are given for the contrast and dose achievable for three

categories of X-ray imaging. The categories considered are

absorption, coherent scattering and incoherent scattering.

Coherent scattering can be categorized as methods that

require phase determination, perhaps aided by interference

effects such as holography, and methods where images are

obtained via an objective lens. For the purposes of this article,

incoherent scattering includes techniques such as fluorescence

measurements (for which the signals add incoherently) and

Compton scattering.

For 3D images, some of these methods require a tomo-

graphic approach where 2D projections are obtained first. The

dose-fractionation theorem (Hegerl & Hoppe, 1976) states

that 3D images can be built up from 2D projection data at a

total dose corresponding to that required to see a feature in a

2D projection image.

A 3D reconstruction of a frozen hydrated biological cell was

obtained by coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) (Rodriguez et

al., 2015), giving an estimated resolution of 74–99 nm rather

than in the 10 nm range predicted by Howells et al. (2009) in a

calculation that used the dose-fractionation theorem. In a

comments article, Robinson (2015) investigated possible

reasons for this. It was speculated that the dose fractionation

might not apply in a simple manner for this case and, following

on from that, the scaling of required dose with a resolution d

might scale as 1/d5 rather than the 1/d4 seen in the theory. In

this case, the resolution d is the size of a uniform-density voxel

corresponding to a feature to be located.

The dose required to image a feature using CDI was also

analysed by Villanueva-Perez et al. (2016) and this was later

compared (Villanueva-Perez et al., 2018) with scanning

Compton microscopy (SCM). Both were analysed as 2D

projections with the assumption that the dose-fractionation

theorem could be applied. The theoretical case for Compton

microscopy included an analysis showing that the sample size

and resolution dependence of the required dose performed as

W/d4 (given as L/d4 in the article), where W is the thickness of

the object and d is the resolution. For CDI, the dependence

was W2/d6, where W is the width of the sample in two

dimensions – a much worse situation despite the fact that, for

CDI, the phases were assumed to be known. A W2/d6

dependence for the required fluence and dose for imaging by

CDI would have severe consequences for high-resolution

imaging of larger particles by this technique on synchrotrons

and perhaps even more on free-electron laser (FEL) sources.

For the latter, ptychographic and other scanning techniques

will have limited applicability if the aim is to circumvent

radiation damage by exploiting the short pulse length of the

source. In addition, the flux per pulse is a limitation, particu-

larly for larger specimens where the available photons from an

FEL source will be spread out over a larger area when

carrying out CDI. Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018) also backed

up the theoretical analysis with simulations demonstrating a

significant advantage for imaging by SCM compared with CDI

for the case of unknown phases. The reasons for the poor

apparent performance for CDI (in both theoretical analysis

and simulations) are covered in this article.

Both the application of the dose-fractionation theorem and

the scaling of required dose with object size and feature size

are therefore important issues for the application of imaging

methods. The analysis given here is applied to the case of

imaging biological cells but some of the principles will apply to

imaging other materials at various X-ray energies. A discus-

sion of absorption and phase contrast in X-ray microscopy,

together with a comparison with electron microscopy, can be

found in the work by Du & Jacobsen (2018).

2. The dose-fractionation theorem

If an extra feature (a voxel of dimension d) replaces a voxel of

the same dimension in an object and we calculate the dose

required to see this feature in projection, then one should be

able to fractionate this dose among an arbitrary number of

projections to get a statistically significant 3D image. This is

the dose-fractionation theorem (Hegerl & Hoppe, 1976).

Because of the reduced dose, each projection would no longer

contain a statistically significant signal showing the feature but

the feature would be visible in 3D. The following quotations

from relevant articles are given.

‘A statistically significant 3D image can be computed from

statistically insignificant projections, as long as the total dose

that is distributed among these projections is high enough that

it would have resulted in a statistically significant projection, if

applied to only one image’, McEwen et al. (1995).

Hoppe & Hegerl (1981) include ‘The signal-to-noise ratio of

this difference is, by the way, independent of the thickness of

the specimen’ and ‘The excellent economy of 3D reconstruc-

tion is by no means trivial. The important point seems to be

that the pieces of information from different sections of the

specimen are not only contained in the projections without

loss of information, but also that they are coherently added’.

The dose-fractionation theorem was developed to demon-

strate that atoms which had a statistically significant contri-

bution in a 2D projection would also be visible in a 3D image

at the same accumulated dose. For this case, the contribution

in the 2D projection had a defined depth of approximately the

size of a single atom. The mathematical basis for the dose-

fractionation theorem is not in doubt but there is confusion in

the literature about its applicability. For example, it is an

incorrect application of the dose-fractionation theorem to

claim that a high contrast and resolution in a projection means

that the same contrast and resolution with the same overall

dose can be obtained in a 3D reconstruction. This would only

be the case if the contrast in the 2D image resulted from a

feature of depth d. Line scans across a projection can give

optimistic measurements of the contrast and resolution if, for

example, they cross membrane boundaries with the plane of

the membrane at an orientation normal to the projection.

The dose-fractionation theorem was originally applied to

imaging via electron microscopy. This article analyses the
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conditions for X-ray imaging under which the required dose-

fractionation conditions apply and when the signal given by a

feature within the projection is dependent on sample thick-

ness. It is assumed that the aim is to identify a feature of size d

within an object of size W, with both W and d applying in all

three dimensions. Some imaging methods work in projection.

In this case, it is assumed for the calculations that the object

has a dimension W � W in the projection and the path length

through the object is also W. Similarly a depth d of the feature

contributes to an area of d � d in the projection.

3. Additional considerations for all X-ray imaging
techniques

3.1. Attenuation through the sample

Whether measuring a scattered or absorbed signal, the

required fluence and dose have to be corrected by the overall

transmission of the object via the term exp(��W), where W is

the path length and � is the absorption coefficient (calculated

from atomic composition and density values along the path

length). This attenuation length corresponds to a 1/e reduction

in the intensity and is �100 mm for a biological cell at 4000 eV

and 2.1–4.5 mm at 520 eV depending on the water content [see

Fig. 1 in the work by Nave (2018)]. As an example, at 510 eV

the dose calculated for a thin layer of depth d will increase by a

factor of 2.7 for a cell of depth 4 mm containing 85% water. In

order to make the calculations more general for different-

sized objects, the present article does not take account of this

correction as it can easily be applied later.

3.2. Fluence and dose

From a fluence N0, the required dose (D) can be calculated

using the expression D = �N0E/� where E is the energy of an

X-ray photon, � is the absorption coefficient and � is the

density of the material.

As discussed in the work by Nave (2018), consideration of

the path length of the photoelectrons indicates that this dose

should be calculated for values of � and � corresponding to

the values for the object as a whole (e.g. a biological cell)

rather than the feature to be imaged. However, for larger

features it is possible that the photoelectrons would remain

within the feature. Within the water window, a significant

amount of dose could be deposited within the feature for large

highly absorbing organelles such as lipid droplets. In addition,

the Compton cross section and resultant deposition of energy

in the sample have to be included as discussed in the work by

Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018). This latter term is excluded

from the calculations in this article as, at the X-ray energies

considered, dose is mainly dependent on photoelectric

absorption.

3.3. Contrast and resolution

The theoretical analysis in this article uses the Rose (1973)

model which defines the contrast in the image. This is also the

criterion often used to distinguish low-contrast features in

polymers examined by electron microscopy (Libera &

Egerton, 2010). It is assumed that a measurement (e.g. elec-

tron density, scattered or transmitted photons, fluorescence)

Mf of a feature is to be compared with a measurement Mo of

the surrounding material in the object. The contrast C is

defined as (Mf � Mo)/Mo following Rose (1973), and the

standard deviation in a measurement is �. The acceptable ratio

of the contrast C to the noise � defines the Rose criterion K

where K = C/�. The choice of a particular value for K in the

final image should depend on the overall sample volume (or

area for a 2D projection). Rose (1973) used an example image

which contained 105 pixels. A test spot with a dimension of

1 pixel then had to be recognized as significant against the

background and this gives an increased probability of a ‘false

alarm’. For 105 pixels (or voxels), a value of K = 5.01 would

give a similar probability (5000 � 5.5 � 10�7) of a false signal

as for a single isolated voxel with a value of K = 3 (probability

= 2.7 � 10�3). Rose therefore correctly analysed the depen-

dence of K on the number of pixels/voxels. The most appro-

priate value of the Rose criterion depends on the number of

relevant voxels over which the search for a signal occurs. In

many cases (e.g. filaments and membranes) there is correlation

between the density of adjacent pixels meaning that lower

values of K can be tolerated for individual pixels. An increased

value of K will require an increase in the dose or fluence,

although the increase is only a factor of 2.7 (5.012/32) for an

object with 105 pixels/voxels compared with an already iden-

tified pixel/voxel. As a value of K = 5 has been widely adopted,

this is used in this article for consistency with other analyses.

Extensions to the Rose model have been covered in several

publications (e.g. Cunningham & Shaw, 1999). The Rose

model emphasizes the contrast for a voxel of a particular size

but is consistent with the resolution defined as the half period

of an equal-width line and space grating as discussed, for

example, in the work by Schneider (1998).

Another method for assessing the image is the Fourier shell

correlation (FSC) threshold (van Heel & Schatz, 2005) which

addresses the spatial frequency at which there is reliable

information content in the data. An argument was made for

adopting a 1/2 bit information-content FSC threshold to assess

the resolution of the data.

For X-ray imaging, using the Rose criterion in real space, a

particular feature with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 3 has a

0.0027 probability of occurring owing to random noise. The

information content of a feature at this level is therefore

8.5 bits (�log20.0027). This is much higher than the typical

values used for crystallography and single-particle electron

microscopy and reflects the difference in the purpose of the

criteria. Using a 1/2 bit FSC threshold for low-contrast X-ray

imaging could give an optimistic assessment of image quality.

A proper analysis of the relationship between the Rose

criterion and FSC thresholds is outside the scope of this article

and would need to take account of factors such as the number

of image voxels, whether one is in an atomicity or uniform

voxel regime and the contrast of features to be identified in

the image.

Finally, it is again emphasized that contrast and resolution

measurements in 2D projections cannot be simply converted
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to an expectation for 3D, unless the 2D measurement corre-

sponded to the contrast given by an appropriate depth (d) of

the feature.

3.4. Object size and feature size

The aim is to identify a feature of size d � d � d within a

larger object of size W � W � W with a significance of five

times the SNR. In order to illustrate the effects of object size,

the calculations in this article are based on the difference

between X-ray scattering, absorption or fluorescence for the

object with and without the embedded feature. This differs

from the approach in the works by Howells et al. (2009) and

Nave (2018) in which the signal for the density difference

between a voxel of the feature and an equally sized voxel of

the surroundings was analysed.

3.5. Feature types and criteria for identification

A variety of feature types have been used for modelling

X-ray imaging via both theoretical considerations and simu-

lations. The signal given by uniform-density spheres or voxels

will fall off as �1/d4 if imaged by coherent scattering (Howells

et al., 2009) or absorption (Nave, 2018). If they contain ‘atoms’

(Shen et al., 2004), the scattering will fall off differently (1/d3)

with resolution. The shape of the resolution element has also

been discussed by Starodub et al. (2008) where it is highlighted

that for a cubic shape of dimension d, the scattering factor

would be zero at a scattering vector q = 2�/d. The signals from

Gaussian features have also been evaluated for coherent

(Villanueva-Perez et al., 2016) and incoherent (Villanueva-

Perez et al., 2018) scattering. For coherent scattering, Gaussian

features will give a weaker signal at higher resolution

compared with uniform-density features and will not contain

subsidiary maxima at high resolution. The question then arises

regarding which type of feature best represents the compo-

nents of biological cells at resolutions between 10 and 50 nm.

X-ray scattering studies of virus particles (Jack & Harrison,

1975) show detailed features to a high resolution indicating

that, for this type of feature, a Gaussian representation is not

appropriate. The theoretical analysis in this article is based on

uniform-density voxels although no individual type can

represent the wide range of features within biological cells.

4. Types of imaging

The three overall types of imaging are analysed below in terms

of the dependence of the required fluence and dose on object

size and resolution to obtain sufficient contrast to identify a

feature. The following analysis assumes that a feature (e.g. a

protein molecule) has to be imaged against the surrounding

density of an object (e.g. the cytosol in a biological cell).

Parameters of the feature and object are given the subscripts f

and o (e.g. Tf and To for the transmission) while the contrast

between them is given the subscript c.

4.1. Absorption

Nave (2018) expressed the contrast as the difference

between the transmission of a single voxel of the object and a

single voxel of the feature. In the treatment below, the total

thickness of the object is included. The signal for a feature is

Nc ¼ NjTfo � Toj; ð1Þ

where N is the number of incident photons on a voxel, Nc is

the contrast expressed in the number of photons, Tfo is the

transmission for X-rays passing through both the feature (a

voxel of dimension d) and the object (dimension W�d), and

To is the transmission for X-rays just passing through the

object (dimension W).

The corresponding standard deviation when comparing the

two measurements (i.e. for X-rays passing through a feature

and those missing the feature) is

�c ¼ ðNTfo þ NToÞ
1=2: ð2Þ

To observe the feature, we require Nc = K�c where K is the

Rose criterion. This gives the required incident number of

photons as

N ¼
K2ðTfo þ ToÞ

jTfo � Toj
2
: ð3Þ

The required fluence is

N0 ¼
N

d2
: ð4Þ

For high transmission values, Tfo + To ’ 2 and Tfo � To is

proportional to d. This gives N proportional to 1/d2 [from

equation (3)] and N0 proportional to 1/d4 [from equation (4)].

For values of Tfo, To and exp(��W) near 1, N0 is inde-

pendent of the path length W. As the path length increases, the

exp(��W) term will eventually lead to a path-length depen-

dence on the required dose as for other forms of X-ray

imaging.

At an energy of 520 eV with a 10 nm protein embedded in

200 nm water, the relevant transmissions are those for 200 nm

water compared with 190 nm water plus 10 nm protein. The

values generated are Tpw = 0.9664 and Tw = 0.9784 giving N =

3.38 � 105 and N0 = 3.38 � 109 photons mm�2.

4.2. Coherent scattering

Here, coherent scattering refers to the case where the

effects of individual features are added coherently. It does not

necessarily require a fully coherent beam. The complication

for coherently scattered X-rays is whether the phases have to

be determined by a reconstruction algorithm or whether they

are provided partially or fully by the experimental setup. The

ease of phase determination will depend upon the complexity

of the image. High-contrast structures (e.g. a Siemens Star,

gold spheres) should be relatively easy to reconstruct. In this

case, the square of the density is similar to the density itself, a

situation similar to that where the Sayre (1952) equation for

direct methods in crystallography can be applied. Cellular

structures with a higher image entropy will be more compar-

able with the case for crystallography at lower resolution

where direct methods are generally not applicable. However,

the oversampling of the data for CDI and related techniques

should give a significant advantage at low resolutions
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compared with the crystallography case. For the theoretical

analysis considered here, a large number of photons are

assumed to be scattered into each Shannon voxel (see below)

with the consequence that the phase-determination step

should be robust.

If the phases are precise but the intensities are noisy, this

will reflect itself in an image with a poor SNR. This was the

case studied from the theoretical point of view by Howells et

al. (2009) and Shen et al. (2004). This situation can be simu-

lated by transforming an image, adding noise to the intensities,

fixing the phases and then back transforming as investigated

by Hagemann & Salditt (2017). If it does produce a satisfac-

tory image, then, for the cases where the instrument provides

phases (e.g. via a lens or via some interference technique), the

simulation should give a good guidance regarding the possi-

bility of obtaining an image.

The most relevant situation is unknown phases and noisy

intensities. Starodub et al. (2008) considered this for CDI and

found that a considerable increase in dose and fluence was

required compared with the case for known phases. This

situation has also been investigated by Villanueva-Perez et al.

(2016), Hagemann & Salditt (2017) and Du et al. (2019). The

algorithm now has a much larger search space to investigate

and the search space will depend on the size of the object as

well as the desired resolution of a feature within it. Although

this factor could lead to an object-size dependence for present

algorithms, the above simulations were carried out for 2D

images. It is probable that 3D data would provide more robust

phase determination for CDI.

4.2.1. Coherent diffraction imaging. The scaling for reso-

lution and sample size has been considered by Villanueva-

Perez et al. (2016), Starodub et al. (2008), Robinson (2015),

Shen et al. (2004) and Gureyev et al., 2018. The issue of

detection of a feature within a larger object was also consid-

ered by Schropp & Schroer (2010). Some of these approaches

invoke the dose-fractionation theorem when calculating the

required fluence/dose, when building up a tomogram from

projections. An alternative approach is to consider the

statistics in a reciprocal voxel for 3D data with dimensions

corresponding to those necessary for Shannon sampling. This

will be referred to as a Shannon voxel. Parseval’s theorem

states that the root mean square (RMS) density is propor-

tional to the RMS structure-factor amplitude. The uncertainty

in the density � will therefore follow the uncertainty in the

amplitude A. In general, both � and A are complex. Some

variants of coherent imaging can derive both the real and

imaginary parts of the density. However, to derive the

required number of scattered photons, the moduli of the

density and amplitude are used. If the requirement is to detect

a voxel with a K�� change above the surrounding voxels, then

j�f � �oj

��
¼ K; ð5Þ

where K is the Rose criterion.

We define the contrast as C = |�f � �o|/|�o|. In reciprocal

space, where A is the amplitude this requires, for each

Shannon voxel

C ¼
jAf � Aoj

jAoj
: ð6Þ

The required statistics for an amplitude measurement in a

Shannon voxel at the resolution limit is

�A ¼
CAo

K
: ð7Þ

The number of scattered photons N is proportional to |Ao|2. As

�N/N = 2�A/A this gives

�N ¼
2CN

K
: ð8Þ

For photon counting, �N = N1/2.

The required number of photons in a Shannon voxel is

therefore

N ¼
K

2C

� �2

: ð9Þ

For a Rose criterion of 5 and a contrast of 0.1, this requires

625 photons in each Shannon voxel at the resolution limit. The

increased number of Shannon voxels for a larger object is

matched by the increased scattering power of the larger object

with both being proportional to W3. The dose requirement is

therefore independent of object size. The dependence of the

required dose with resolution (d) was recently analysed by

Gureyev et al. (2018). For the case of uniform-density voxels

considered here, the total scattering from a voxel would be

expected to vary as d3 corresponding to the number of elec-

trons in the voxel. However, when collecting data for CDI, the

required sampling of the data as a function of resolution also

needs to be considered. As in crystallography, the correction is

given by the Lorentz factor (1/sin 2�). This can be approxi-

mated by 1/d for small values of �/d. Combining the two

factors, the required fluence and dose will scale as 1/d4 in

agreement with Howells et al. (2009).

The estimate of 625 photons per Shannon voxel for a

contrast of 0.1 is consistent with the value of 6.25 photons for

an isolated feature (Starodub et al., 2008) where the Rose

criterion is applied to the modulus of the scattered amplitude

rather than the intensity. The above discussion is based on

CDI but related techniques such as phase-contrast projection

imaging, Zernike phase contrast, holographic imaging and

ptychography should follow a similar behaviour if phases are

known.

Away from an absorption edge, the real part � of the

refractive index varies approximately with wavelength as �2

whereas the imaginary part 	 varies as �4. The scattering

depends mainly on � whereas the absorption (responsible for

radiation damage) depends on 	. It is sometimes stated that

this means there is a significant signal-to-dose advantage when

using shorter wavelength X-rays when carrying out coherence-

based imaging techniques. However, there are a number of

other factors that need to be taken in to consideration

including the fact that high-energy photons deposit more

energy when absorbed. The dose-to-signal ratio has a very

weak wavelength dependence at energies above the water

window as illustrated by the corresponding graphs in the
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works by Schneider (1998) and Howells et al. (2009). It is also

consistent with the energy dependence of signal to dose for

crystallography as shown in Fig. 2 of Cowan & Nave (2008), a

reassuring situation that allows for analysis of mixtures of

crystalline and non-crystalline material at different wave-

lengths.

4.2.2. Other coherent-scattering techniques. Two other

coherent-scattering techniques are considered in order to

provide some validation for the conclusions about coherent

X-ray scattering in the previous section.

Henderson (1995, sections 3 and 4) includes comparisons

between various sorts of phase-contrast microscopy. It also

includes calculations for single-particle imaging by electron

microscopy showing that the number of images required to get

a particular resolution is independent of particle size (Table 1,

column O). The argument used is similar to the one used here

for CDI. The signal per object (in this case, a protein mole-

cule) is greater in projection for larger particles but more

projections are required for the larger objects.

In the case of electron microscopy of single particles at near

atomic resolution, the assumption of a voxel of uniform

density does not apply. The scaling of required dose with

resolution performed as 1/d3 as described for X-ray imaging in

the works by Shen et al. (2004) and Gureyev et al. (2018).

For crystallography there is an amplification factor given by

the number of unit cells in the crystal. Assuming the same

space group (e.g. P1) and with the same number of unit cells,

this amplification factor will be the same for a small molecule

or a larger one. The crystal size will be proportionally larger

for the larger molecule. We want to obtain the same resolution

from both (e.g. to see atoms or atomic groups such as amino

acids). The bigger crystal (and molecule) will require the same

fluence (and dose) as the smaller one. The number of photons

required to do this will be greater for the larger crystal

containing larger protein molecules but they will be spread out

over a bigger volume giving the same required dose. Crys-

tallography normally aims to identify atoms and groups of

atoms rather than image uniform voxels. In this case, the

required dose and fluence has a 1/d3 dependence as described

by Shen et al. (2004). For very high resolution studies where

the aim is to image charge density, the dose dependence

should trend towards 1/d4 behaviour.

4.3. Incoherent scattering and fluorescence

Incoherent X-ray scattering normally refers to Compton

scattering. The analysis here is given for X-ray fluorescence.

Neglecting techniques such as fluorescence holography, this is

also an incoherent process. Measuring X-ray fluorescence via

scanning fluorescence X-ray microscopy is a well established

technique for identifying concentrations of metal (and other

fluorescing) atoms in biological cells. In contrast to the case

described in Section 4.1 where differences in the transmitted

beam are measured, the signal for fluorescence imaging is

proportional to the absorbed photons. In this analysis, it is

assumed that an object with dimensions W (in each direction)

contains a concentration �o of a particular metal atom. A

particular feature of size d contains a higher concentration �f.

The sample is scanned with a beam of dimension d in each

direction, thus defining the minimum resolution obtainable

from a feature of dimension d.

To satisfy the Rose criterion we need

K ¼
jNFf � NFoj

ðNFf þ NFoÞ
1=2
; ð10Þ

where NFo and NFf are the number of fluorescent photons

produced from the beam incident on the bulk of the object

alone and those also incident on the feature.

The number of fluorescent photons from the bulk is

NFo ¼ N0"�oWd2; ð11Þ

where N0 is the fluence and " is an excitation factor corre-

sponding to the probability of fluorescence from the relevant

atoms with a total mass Wd2�o within the beam.

The number of fluorescent photons from a beam which

encounters a feature within the bulk is

NFf ¼ N0" �fd d2
þ �oðW � dÞd2

� �
: ð12Þ

This gives

N0 ¼
K2 2�oWd2 þ ð�f � �oÞd

3
� �
" ð�f � �oÞd

3
� �2 : ð13Þ

For the case where there is little fluorescent contribution from

the bulk, W�o is small and the required fluence performs as

1/d3. For the case where W�o >> d�f,

N0 ’
K22�oW

"d4ð�f � �oÞ
2

� � ð14Þ

and the required fluence performs as W/d4.

The SNR in this case therefore depends on sample thickness

for the same feature size but, when this is taken into account,

the dose-fractionation theorem still applies. It requires a

greater dose to identify a feature within a thicker specimen

but, if this feature is visible in a single projection, the dose can

be fractionated among the required number of projections for

tomography.

The value of " depends on factors such as the probability of

absorption, transition probability, fluorescence yield and jump

factor. The latter two are discussed in the work by Brunetti et

al. (2004) with accompanying tables.

A general expression for determining the excitation factor

is

" ¼
NF

N�W
; ð15Þ

where N (= N0d2) is the total number of photons incident on

the specimen, NF is the number of fluorescent photons and � is

the concentration of the atom of interest. An example of

calculating " for potassium is given below. Using the tools on

the CXRO website (Henke et al., 1993) for the potassium

edge, with � = 0.1 g cm�3 (10�13 g mm�3) and W = 1 mm, a

transmission of 0.99861 at 3600 eV and 0.98696 at 3610 eV is

calculated with the difference corresponding to the jump

factor for the K absorption edge. The number of absorbed
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photons at the K edge is therefore 0.0116 of the incident

photons (N) with 0.14 of these producing fluorescent photons

at the K
 and K	 lines (Brunetti et al., 2004), giving a value of

NF/N = 0.00163 and " = 1.631 � 1013 g mm�2.

The above analysis is similar to that given for Compton

imaging in the work by Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018)

(including the appendix). These authors concluded that the

scaling for the required dose follows W/d4 (given as L/d4 in the

article).

5. Comparison of dose and resolution estimates

Many of the methods involve imaging by more than one

technique. Coherent-based methods such as CDI, holography

and ptychography can be used to obtain the complex refrac-

tive index. Zernike methods also depend on both phase and

absorption contrast while SCM can obtain a signal from both

coherent and incoherent scattering. The most appropriate

technique will depend on factors such as the thickness of the

specimen as well as the contrast mechanism.

Table 1 gives a comparison of fluence and dose estimates

obtained from this article and the literature for identifying

features within biological cells. Different assumptions are

present for the various analyses. For example, in the works by

Howells et al. (2009) and Nave (2018) the assumption was that,

for coherent imaging, a value of K = 5 applied to the intensity

is required in each relevant reciprocal volume. Starodub et al.

(2008) suggested that a value of 2 � 51/2 (corresponding to a

distribution of the number of photons with an RMS value of

6.25 rather than 25) was sufficient as the image is derived from

the modulus of the scattered amplitude rather than the

intensity. If this is applied, the dose and fluence figures given

by Nave (2018) and Howells et al. (2009) for phase contrast

would be a factor of four lower, or improvements in resolution

would be obtained for the same dose. These values are from

analytical calculations with known phases. Values of dose and

fluence from Starodub et al. (2008) using numerical simula-

tions with unknown phases in 2D are given for comparison. In

addition, Starodub et al. (2008) also discussed the dependence

of required fluence on the type of feature to be examined.

Most of the examples in Table 1 use uniform-density voxels

but 2D Gaussian features were used for the numerical simu-

lations by Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018). Where the same

approach is used, the table provides guidance for the depen-

dence on parameters such as sample contrast and energy

dependence. With these parameters fixed, the table provides

guidance on the different approaches (e.g. with known phases

or unknown phases).

It is seen that much lower doses are required for imaging

low-density high-carbon-content components in the water

window compared with imaging at higher energy. The

combination of absorption and phase contrast has been

analysed in terms of ‘optimum phase contrast’ (Schneider,

1998) in the context of imaging protein against water with a

Zernike phase plate. Imaging within the water window also

requires much lower doses for the cellular components

heterochromatin, mitochondrial inner membrane, lipid and, to

a lesser extent, high-density starch granules. X-ray imaging at

higher energies has been shown to be reasonably successful in

2D imaging of high-density cellular components such as

chloroplasts, pyrenoids and polyphosphate bodies (Deng et al.,

2017).

At energies above the water window there are two reasons

why the required dose is significantly higher than at energies

within the water window. Firstly, the contrast difference

between carbon-containing components and water decreases

above the water window. Some biological membranes, if

lightly loaded with protein, could actually match the cytosol

density, effectively making them invisible at higher energies,

whereas their high carbon content would make them very

visible at 520 eV. Secondly, the water (typically corresponding

to 70 to 85% of the cell) absorbs much more strongly at

energies above the oxygen absorption edge, therefore

increasing the dose for the same fluence.

Fig. 1 indicates the positions of some of the examples given

in Table 1 on a dose versus resolution plot. In addition, the

Howells et al. (2009) model of the dose threshold as a function

of resolution is shown together with a more recent one

(Atakisi et al., 2019) obtained from radiation-damage studies

of protein crystals. Similar diagrams occur in the works by

Shen et al. (2004), Howells et al. (2009) and Villanueva-Perez

et al. (2018). The Atakisi radiation-damage model assumes

that local disordering reactions occur. If these applied during a

tomographic data collection for X-ray imaging the result

would be a loss of resolution as well as possible artefacts. The

highest attainable resolution shown in Fig. 1 is that for

coherent imaging at 0.52 keV for protein contrasted against

water, assuming the Rose criterion (K = 5) applied to the

amplitude in a Shannon voxel and the Atakisi et al. (2019)

model of tolerable dose applied. All these conditions, plus the

assumption of efficient phase determination, would have to be

met to realize the 3 nm resolution implied in Fig. 1. A 3 nm

focal spot is beyond the capabilities of present X-ray optics

and this implies that ptychography in the far field is likely to be

necessary in order to approach such resolutions. The dose-

limited resolution would in any case degrade to �5 nm for a

10 mm thick sample owing to the attenuation of the signal at

0.52 keV.

The example used by Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018) to

compare SCM and CDI consisted of a 34 nm feature

embedded in a 5 mm sized object and assumed that the dose

dependence performed as W/d4 for SCM (given as L/d4 in the

article) and as W2/d6 for CDI. The theoretical analysis then

showed that the required dose for CDI would be �103 higher

than for SCM. If a 1/d4 dependence for CDI applied, the dose

required for CDI would instead be �20 times less than for

SCM. The reason for the strong particle size and resolution

dependence for CDI in the work by Villanueva-Perez et al.

(2016) comes from an assumption in the theoretical section.

Equation (9) in this section gives the required SNR (using the

nomenclature in the present article) as

SNR ¼
dðNÞ

1=2

W
;
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where N is the total number of scattered photons from a pixel

of size d � d. The analysis was carried out in two dimensions

with the assumption that the dose-fractionation theorem

applied. The d/W term corresponds to the Shannon sampling

requirement in each dimension. The expression for the SNR is

equivalent to requiring that each pixel (size d � d) in the

object contributes the same number of scattered photons to

each Shannon pixel in the scattering pattern and this is inde-

pendent of the object size. No justification is provided for this

and the W2/d6 dose dependence is a consequence of this

assumption. In coherent imaging, the complex amplitudes

from the scattering of the pixels or voxels are added before

squaring for the intensity. This preserves the scattering

statistics from each pixel or voxel in the presence of the

surrounding ones and leads to the 1/d4 dependence.

The simulations (Villanueva-Perez et al., 2018) appeared to

show an advantage for SCM compared with CDI. These

simulations were carried out for Gaussian features in 2D.

Other 2D simulations show that up to two orders of magnitude

increase in dose can be required for CDI compared with the

situation where the phases are known (e.g. Starodub et al.,

2008). The advantages of Compton microscopy over CDI

therefore depend on whether a larger dependence (e.g. W2/d6

as in the work by Villanueva-Perez et al., 2018) for coherent-

scattering techniques is valid for the case of unknown phases.

There is no theoretical basis for this and the performance of
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Table 1
A comparison of the required fluences and doses for X-ray imaging.

NA = not applicable. Feature acronyms: heterochromatin (HC), inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM), lipid droplet neutral core (LDNC), starch granule (SG)
and heterochromatin potassium [HC(K)]. Data that appear in bold are used for the plots in Fig. 1. Where a resolution other than 10 nm is given for the theory and
simulations, additional estimates are provided assuming 10 nm resolutions, using the theoretical model.

Reference Contrast Feature Object Energy (keV) d (nm) W (mm)
Fluence
(photons mm�2) Dose (Gy)

Theoretical studies (assume known phases for coherence-based methods)
Nave (2019)† Absorption Protein Water 0.52 10 NA 3.29 � 109 1.01 � 108

Nave (2019)† Absorption Protein Water 4 10 NA 1.14 � 1015 6.78 � 1012

Schneider (1998)‡ Absorption Protein Water 0.52 30 10 4.00 � 107 2.00 � 106

Schneider (1998)‡ Absorption Protein Water 0.52 10 10 3.24 � 109 1.62 � 108

Nave (2018)† Phase Protein Water 0.52 10 NA 1.31 ��� 109 4.01 ��� 107

Nave (2018)† Phase Protein Water 4 10 NA 3.30 � 1011 1.96 � 109

Howells et al. (2009) Phase Protein Water 10 10 NA 2.00 ��� 1012 2.00 ��� 109

Schneider (1998)‡ Phase (Zernike) Protein Water 0.52 30 10 1.00 � 107 5.00 � 105

Schneider (1998)‡ Phase (Zernike) Protein Water 0.52 10 10 8.10 � 108 4.05 � 107

This article§ Phase Protein Water 0.52 10 NA 3.27 ��� 108 1.00 ��� 107

This article Fluorescence HC (K) Nucleosol 3.61 30 5 1.09 � 1012 7.60 � 109

This article Fluorescence HC (K) Nucleosol 3.61 10 5 8.82 � 1013 6.15 � 1011

Nave (2019)† Absorption HC Nucleosol 0.52 10 NA 5.77 � 1010 2.09 � 109

Nave (2019)† Absorption IMM Cytosol 0.52 10 NA 1.71 � 1010 5.23 � 108

Nave (2019)† Absorption LDNC Cytosol 0.52 10 NA 1.03 � 1010 3.15 � 108

Nave (2019)† Absorption SG Cytosol 0.52 10 NA 3.83 � 1010 1.17 � 109

Nave (2018)† Phase HC Nucleosol 0.52 10 NA 2.24 � 1010 6.85 � 108

Nave (2018)† Phase IMM Cytosol 0.52 10 NA 7.13 ��� 109 2.18 ��� 108

Nave (2018)† Phase LDNC Cytosol 0.52 10 NA 5.50 � 109 1.68 � 108

Nave (2018)† Phase SG Cytosol 0.52 10 NA 6.30 � 109 1.93 � 108

Nave (2018)† Phase HC Nucleosol 4 10 NA 3.81 � 1012 2.27 � 1010

Nave (2018)† Phase IMM Cytosol 4 10 NA 3.18 ��� 1012 1.89 ��� 1010

Nave (2018)† Phase LDNC Cytosol 4 10 NA 2.40 � 1012 1.43 � 1010

Nave (2018)† Phase SG Cytosol 4 10 NA 4.32 � 1011 2.56 � 109

Simulations (unknown starting phases for coherence-based methods)
Starodub et al. (2008)} Phase Protein Water 10 10 NA 1.20 ��� 1014 1.20 ��� 1011

Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018)†† Phase Protein Water 10 34 5 1.43 ��� 1015 1.16 ��� 1012

Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018)†† Phase Protein Water 10 10 5 2.21 ��� 1018 1.79 ��� 1015

Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018)†† Compton Protein Water 64 34 5 1.15 ��� 1014 3.63 ��� 109

Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018)†† Compton Protein Water 64 10 5 1.53 ��� 1016 4.84 ��� 1011

Experimental results from biological cells
Rodriguez et al. (2015) CDI Various Cytosol 8 75 �1–5 — 4.55 ��� 108

Shahmoradian et al. (2017) Ptychography Axons 1.8 M sucrose 6.2 115 �40 — 2.0 ��� 107

Diaz et al. (2015) Ptychography Various Cytosol 6.2 180 — — 6.7 ��� 105

Kosior et al. (2012, 2013)‡‡ Fluorescence K, Zn, etc. Various Cytosol 17 150 — — 9 ��� 108

Chichón et al. (2012)§§ Absorption, full field Various Cytosol 0.51 55 — — 5.0 ��� 109

Maser et al. (2000)}} Absorption, STXM Various Cytosol 0.52 100 — — 5.0 ��� 1011

† The calculation of dose assumes the energy of the absorbed photons is spread throughout the object rather than just within the feature. ‡ Estimated from Figs. 5 and 7. Assumes
attenuation through an ice-layer thickness of 10 mm. § As for row 5 but with the Rose criterion applied to the amplitude rather than the intensity giving a factor of four reduction in
fluence and dose. } Dark line, Fig. 7. †† Tables 1 and 2. Note that there appears to be a mistake for the density of the biomolecule in Table 1 which should presumably be
1.35 g cm�3. The 34 nm value for W corresponds to 2� for a Gaussian feature. ‡‡ Scanning fluorescence X-ray microscopy in 2D. The probe size is 150 nm. §§ Soft X-ray tomography
with zone-plate objective (the efficiency is �10%). }} Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) observation. The dose figure is that at which observable mass loss occurs.



CDI in the simulations might have been because of the less-

robust phasing procedures with 2D data and/or the use of

Gaussian features. In general, coherent-scattering methods

should be more powerful than incoherent-scattering methods.

For coherent scattering, the phase relationships between

waves scattered by each component are retained as opposed

to a simple summing of the intensities.

Near-field holography appears to offer advantages for

phase retrieval over CDI (Hagemann & Salditt, 2017; Du et al.,

2019). Ptychography can also provide some phase information

because of the overlap between probe positions (Bunk et al.,

2008). This was confirmed in the work by Du et al. (2019),

where an advantage was found for ptychography over holo-

graphy. These simulations were carried out in 2D and assumed

that only phase contrast was present and that the illumination

function was known. For the general case, with no assumptions

about the specimen, there are four unknowns corresponding

to the phase and amplitude for both the sample scattering and

the incident beam. Near-field ptychography (Stockmar, 2013;

Clare et al., 2015) aims to address these four unknowns. Far-

field ptychography could also determine these four unknowns

by exploiting the overlap between the probe positions. Use of

structured or diffuse illumination might offer a further

advantage (Liu et al., 2008). Further development of recon-

struction algorithms together with simulations and experi-

ments on realistic samples should hopefully resolve the most

appropriate technique for coherent-based imaging. For

synchrotron-radiation sources, techniques such as ptycho-

graphy and near-field holography appear to be replacing CDI.

However, if the aim is to outrun radiation damage by

exploiting the short pulse length, ptychography has limitations

on FELs. This is because radiation-damage effects can cover

an area larger than the initial illumination.

For coherent-based methods, the Rose criterion should be

applied to the modulus of the amplitude (as in the work by

Starodub et al., 2008) of the scattered wave rather than to the

intensity. However, at any radiation-damage limit, this would

only lead to a small improvement in resolution (e.g. from 10 to

7.5 nm) because of the strong dependence of required dose

with resolution and the dependence of the radiation-damage

limit on resolution.

Methods which utilize an objective lens or involve scanning

a small focal spot at the specimen position can suffer from

depth-of-focus limitations. As an example, Villanueva-Perez et

al. (2018) estimate the depth of focus of their proposed SCM

as 10 mm at 64 keV with a focal spot of 10 nm. Methods are

being developed to handle depth-of-focus (or depth-of-field)

effects (e.g. Tsai et al., 2016; Gilles et al., 2018) but depth-of-

focus effects are likely to lead to a decrease in the information

content of the data for incoherent-based methods. The other

disadvantage of incoherent-scattering methods is the path-

length dependence of the signal, meaning that thicker speci-

mens will require a higher dose to achieve the same SNR as

thinner specimens. The two effects together will limit the

application of fluorescence microscopy as the required dose

will increase for thicker specimens if the W�o term is signifi-

cant.

It is of interest to compare the dose required for imaging a

typical cellular feature by fluorescence with that required for

imaging via ptychography at the same resolution. With the

potassium concentrations used in the work by Nave (2018),

the fluence and dose required to image the potassium in

heterochromatin (potassium concentration of 0.018 g cm�3) at

30 nm resolution against 5 mm of the surrounding nucleosol

(0.007 g cm�3) can be calculated. The required fluence is

1.09 � 1012 photons mm�2 and the required dose is 7.60 �

109 Gy. These values assume that all the fluorescent photons

can be collected. The estimate would increase to 6 � 1011 Gy

at a resolution of 10 nm. This is much greater than the

required dose to image the heterochromatin itself at either
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Figure 1
Values for required dose against resolution given in the literature, including this article. For details see Table 1. The plots are for imaging protein against
water/amorphous ice and based on theoretical calculations for CDI unless otherwise indicated. The CDI plots assume a 1/d4 resolution dependence of
the required dose, except for the Villaneuva-Perez plot which assumes a W2/d6 dependence. The SCM plot assumes a W/d4 dependence. Note that the
values of W for the experiments do not necessarily correspond to the simulations in Villaneuva-Perez et al. (2018). Plots for the resolution dependence
for the tolerable dose at which the intensity decreases by half are shown with a 100 MGy nm�1 dependence (Howells et al., 2009) and a q1.86 dependence
(Atakisi et al., 2019), where q is the wavevector (2�/d).



4 keV or 0.52 keV by coherent-imaging methods (see Table 1).

This is consistent with the significant damage seen in phase-

contrast images after a fluorescence scan (Kosior et al., 2012,

2013). For situations where there is a high concentration of

metal atoms in the feature, where the specimen is thinner and

where the surrounding material contains a much lower

concentration, the required dose will of course be much lower.

A discussion of radiation damage in scanning-probe fluores-

cence microscopy can be found in the work by Jonge et al.

(2014).

6. Conclusions

Assuming known phases for coherent scattering, the required

dose and fluence for both coherent scattering and absorption

follows a 1/d4 dependence, where d is the resolution, and a

1/C2 dependence, where C is the contrast. For incoherent

scattering, the required dose and fluence follows a W/d4

dependence if there is a large signal from the bulk of the

object and a 1/d3 dependence if the signal from the bulk is

negligible. The tolerable dose is much less well determined

with possibilities ranging from a 1/d dependence (Howells et

al., 2009) to a higher power dependence, e.g. 1/d1.86 as

suggested by Atakisi et al. (2019).

The present article is not in agreement with the theoretical

dose dependence (W2/d6) for CDI with known phases given in

the works by Villanueva-Perez et al. (2018, 2016). The simu-

lations in these articles are carried out in 2D, use Gaussian

features and do not cover a range of values of W and d, so only

provide a partial test of the theoretical model. It is possible

that the lower resolution obtained in the work by Rodriguez et

al. (2015) was caused by a combination of factors. Firstly, the

cellular components could have had a much lower contrast

than that given by a protein molecule in pure water (or

amorphous ice). Secondly, the phase-determination step is

unfavourable for CDI, compared for example with ptycho-

graphy and near-field holography. Thirdly, the specimen

exposure (fluence) was far below that required for higher-

resolution imaging and also below that for any radiation-

damage threshold at the resolution obtained. If the dose was

increased by a factor of 10, a resolution of 42 nm might have

been obtained. The dose would then have been near the

radiation-damage limit according to the Howells et al. (2009)

model but less than that for the Atakisi et al. (2019) model (see

Fig. 1). The radiation-damage models for X-ray imaging do

not appear to have been tested in detail over a wide range of

resolutions. Mass loss was observed at 100 nm resolution with

a dose of 5 � 1011 Gy (Maser et al., 2000) but this does not

correspond to the half-dose metric shown in Fig. 1. In addition,

the relationship between radiation damage for crystalline

specimens and that for non-crystalline specimens would also

merit further investigation. It is possible that the damage

would be similar if only local disorder occurred rather than

longer-range disorder (Atakisi et al., 2019).

Measurements in the water window offer a considerable

advantage for imaging low-density components in frozen

hydrated biological cells because of the increased phase and

absorption contrast. If phase retrieval is reasonably efficient

there will be an advantage in lensless imaging methods over

those based on objectives lenses because of inefficiency and

depth-of-focus issues for objective lenses. For thicker speci-

mens, again, provided phase retrieval is reasonably efficient,

coherent-imaging methods will offer a significant advantage

compared with incoherent methods such as SCM. Given these

assumptions, there is no dependence of the required dose with

object size until significant X-ray attenuation occurs. Further

simulations and tests on realistic samples are obviously

required to validate these conclusions. Significant develop-

ments are occurring in electron microscopy for thicker

samples including techniques such as tomographic imaging,

serial sectioning and focused ion-beam milling, for both

imaging cells and brain tissue. For a discussion of these elec-

tron-microscopy techniques see, for example, Xu et al. (2017)

and Hoffman et al. (2020). A detailed comparison of the

relative abilities of imaging by electrons and X-rays can be

found in the work by Du & Jacobsen (2018).

The above discussion applies to frozen hydrated specimens

and assumes that this is the nearest practical approach to a

native state when using ionizing radiation to obtain images.

This is undoubtedly the case for imaging at near-atomic

resolution for protein structure determination but there are a

large number of electron-imaging studies using other forms of

specimen treatment such as freeze substitution, fixation, resin

embedding and staining. If these specimen-preparation tech-

niques are considered to be acceptable at resolutions achiev-

able by X-ray imaging and they offer enhanced contrast, this

would improve the capabilities of X-ray imaging. This issue

needs to be considered along with the usefulness of imaging

biological cells at the relatively low resolution obtainable by

X-ray imaging. Many of the processes within biological cells

take place at a local level where the interest is in examining

the interactions involving individual macromolecules and

there is a significant advantage with the higher resolution

obtained with electron imaging. X-ray imaging at higher

energies is likely to have a significant role for thicker samples

such as biological tissue and organoids. For imaging the

neurons and synapses in the brain, the interactions of interest

could take place over large distances so meaningful data for

large objects would be required and potentially available via

X-ray imaging. A demonstration of the capabilities is the

imaging of axons in mouse-brain tissue (Shahmoradian et al.,

2017) examined at cryotemperatures, prepared using chemical

fixation and a 1.18 M sucrose cryoprotectant (density is

�1.23 g cm�3), and examined by ptychograpy. The mass

densities ranged from �0.99 to a maximum of 1.42 g cm�3

consistent with there being adequate contrast to image the

features. The contrast was attributed to the high density of the

cryoprotectant compared with the density of the myelin. Some

details of the data collection are given in Table 1, and the dose

and resolution values are shown in Fig. 1.

Whether X-ray imaging of intrinsically low-contrast bio-

logical specimens can reach the most optimistic estimates of

achievable resolution (e.g. 3 nm) depends on a variety of

factors. These include which radiation-damage model is
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correct, the reliability of any phase-retrieval algorithm, the

(energy-dependent) contrast for the features of interest, the

statistical precision required, the acceptability of contrast-

enhancing specimen-preparation procedures and the overall

efficiency of the instrument. A systematic study of many of

these factors is necessary in order to give a more reliable

estimate of the potential of X-ray imaging for these type of

materials. At present, there are few observations which can be

used to populate diagrams such as Fig. 1 in this article. In order

to compare theory or simulations with experiment, standard

methods of reporting results covering parameters such as the

feature examined (e.g. which cellular organelle), resolution,

contrast, depth of the material (for 2D), estimate of noise and

dose should be encouraged. Much effort has gone into

implementing this for fields such as macromolecular crystal-

lography but it has to be admitted that this is still an ongoing

process.
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